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Between 1956 and 1979 Penguin Books was the home of a poetry translation boom. During this period almost a third of its poetry titles were translations with works in Spanish providing a constant focus of attention. Anthologies of Spanish (1956) and Latin American (1971) verse, collections of new writing in Latin America and Cuba (1967), and editions of Federico García Lorca (1960), Antonio Machado with Juan Ramón Jiménez (1974), Pablo Neruda (1975), César Vallejo (1976), and Octavio Paz (1979) provide the outer manifestation of shifting attitudes towards foreign poetry and the most effective ways of presenting it to a domestic audience. These publications were the work of a variety of different translators: of non-academic men of letters such as J.M. Cohen and J.L. Gili; of professional academics such as Henry Gifford, J.B. Trend, and Gordon Brotherston; of published British and North American poets, including Charles Tomlinson, Ed Dorn, Tom Raworth, and Nathaniel Tarn. Yet they were also the product of interactions between those translators and names that do not appear in the published works: editors of various rank within Penguin, A.S.B. Glover, Tony Godwin, Richard Newnham, Anthony Richardson, Al Alvarez, and Nikos Stangos, these last two poets in their own right, as well as numerous advisers from outside the organization. Their letters, memos, and attendance at meetings, lunches, and drinks parties brought speculative proposal through to translated product. I intend to provide an account of the way that these multiple actors formed collaborations to produce Penguin’s translations of Spanish and Latin American poetry. Any attempt to establish a coherent narrative trajectory is complicated, however, by the diversity of the cast and the variety of their roles. I therefore propose to start my account with a discussion of how the social interactions that gave rise to these translations can most effectively be traced.
In a special issue of The Translator dedicated to ‘Bourdieu and the Sociology of Translation and Interpreting’, Hélène Buzelin proposed the actor-network theory of Bruno Latour as a new way of approaching the social aspect of translation. Latour formulated his thinking in studies of the scientific development of technologies from idea to artefact through the interactions of multiple actors. As Buzelin points out, this is an appropriate model for attempts to provide an account of the various participants involved in the translation process. It allows the observer to pay attention to empirical evidence of human interaction, which has previously been neglected by approaches informed by polysystems and skopos.​[1]​ Latour rejects what he describes as the ‘shorthand’ of generic social explanation in a list that offers a passable recent history of Translation Studies: context, social classes, social dimension, norms, fields, power, global forces.​[2]​ Latour contends that these terms propose a separate, material social domain which is deployed to explain the activities of other domains such as linguistics, psychology, economics, law, and so on (p. 4). This social explanation then becomes a substitute for the specific ways that actors in these domains conduct and explain their own activities (p. 100). In the case of critical sociology, anything outside the social explanation is dismissed as mere false consciousness on the actors’ part (p. 48). According to Latour, this generalized view of the social has become ‘common sense not only for social scientists, but also for ordinary actors via newspapers, college education, party politics, bar conversations, love stories, fashion magazines, etc’ (p. 4). However, it is a view against which we must ‘immunize’ ourselves if we are to attend to the ways that actors describe their activities and form associations.​[3]​
Latour contests a persistent conception of the social, what he terms ‘the sociology of the social’, rather than the social as such (p. 9). For his theory, action remains ‘overtaken’, inescapably imbricated in the actions of others (p. 45). His objection is to approaches that abstract the processes through which actors establish common enterprise to some putative source, whether that be the ‘global forces of society’, ‘the roles given to us by social expectations’ or a traditional view of agency such as the ‘intentionality of the person’ (p. 47). He directs attention instead to the ways that actors enrol each other, negotiate interests, and transform each other’s propositions. The production of a translation, for example, might involve a whole sequence of negotiation involving the choice of translation method; the enrolment of translators, advisers, and authors of introductory matter; the selection of texts; editing of the translated manuscript; and presentation of the work for market. 
	This process is unlikely to follow a single trajectory as actors tend not to do what is expected of them. Latour defines actors as mediators rather than intermediaries who passively transport ‘meaning or force without transformation’. Mediators, by contrast, ‘transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning of the elements of what they are supposed to carry’; their actions are unpredictable (p. 39). For Latour, ‘A good ANT account is a narrative or a description or a proposition where all the actors do something and don’t just sit there’ (p. 128). The terminology is accompanied by a vocabulary that is attentive to the liveliness of these interactions, as actors employ ‘guile and patience’, or suffer ‘uncertainties’, ‘hesitations’, and ‘puzzlement’.​[4]​ Viewed in general terms, Penguin gives the appearance of a remarkably coherent organization, with different actors united in a common purpose. One of the persistent principles that lies behind its translation policy is an educational ethos, expressed by its founder, Allen Lane, as a belief ‘in the existence in this country of a vast reading public for intelligent books at a low price’.​[5]​ This general belief takes various forms, however, as it is mediated by different editors, translators, introduction, and blurb writers.
The concept of mediation introduces unpredictability to human interaction. As a result, Latour’s ‘network’ is not intended to designate a thing out there, like a transport or a communications network in the common technical meaning of the term; or even a social network viewed as something given, as a sort of background that determines the actions of its participants.​[6]​ Latour declares an opposition to terms like ‘organizations’ and ‘institutions’, which he classes alongside ‘nations’ and ‘states’ as overly ‘global concepts’.​[7]​ They direct the observer back to that shorthand of social explanation that obscures what people actually do when they interact.
In André Lefevere’s model of literary system, publishing houses are institutional patrons, which effectively stand as proxies for this shorthand of ideology or power. As a result, their role is conceived as controlling, ‘dominating’ production, setting ‘parameters’, and ‘enforcing’ poetic standards.​[8]​ Given Penguin’s prominence in the period under discussion, it is tempting to attribute this kind of power to its operations. By the mid-1950s it was being described on the BBC European service as a national institution.​[9]​ Later, critic John Gross, in his memoirs about growing up in Post-War Britain, regarded it as ‘not so much a publisher as an estate of the realm’.​[10]​ By separating organizations from generalized notions of power, however, Latour allows researchers to attend to the various conflicts of purpose within Penguin. No longer a homogenous institution, it becomes a ‘concatenation of mediators’ (Reassembling, 59) who are constantly modifying each other’s propositions. For Latour, the convergence of interest around any form of common endeavour needs ‘to be constantly made up by some group-making effort’ (Reassembling, 35). These groups tend not towards inertia or some default compliance with ideology but dissolution. Thus, Penguin’s attempts to publish translations of Spanish and Latin American poetry are characterized by delays, disappointments, misunderstandings, and the threat of failure is a constant presence.
Latour’s thinking has a strong methodological focus. In his account of the failed prototype public transport system Aramis, he intersperses actors’ testimony with fictional exchanges between a professor and a young engineering student in which they reflect on how best to interpret the evidence in front of them.​[11]​ The narrative illustrates what is a rallying call of actor-network theory: ‘follow the actors’ (Reassembling, 12). Latour directs attention to actors and their own accounts as a defence against the kind of pre-emptive social explanations that he attributes to the ‘sociology of the social’: rather than ‘setting up at the start which kind of group and level of analysis we will focus on’, whether that be class, field, or global force, the investigator begins with the ways that actors describe what they do. Those actors might express themselves in ways that seem naïve or contradictory, yet one must resist the temptation of translating that apparent naivety into a more coherently explanatory metalanguage. It is only by attending to actors’ vocabulary, to their ‘unstable and shifting frames of reference’ (Reassembling, 24), that one can inhabit the ways they understand their world and deploy that understanding in the formation of associations. Penguin’s translators and editors often talk about their work in what from the point of view of Translation Studies are quite rudimentary ways: ‘fairly though not cribbishly literal’ or ‘free English translations’, for example. Yet this vocabulary is employed in exchanges that are making complex calculations about the translator, the translation, the publishing house and its readership. It is only by proceeding in ‘in an ad hoc fashion to be uniquely adequate to the description of specific actors’ (Reassembling, 130) that the observer can understand how these participants negotiate their common activity.
Buzelin notes that Pierre Bourdieu has criticized this approach for failing to offer ‘truly sociological data’, for restricting itself to evidence that remains ‘purely anecdotal and of little explanatory power’. As she points out, however, by criticizing actor-network theory for not offering more contextual data, Bourdieu condemns the ‘theory for its inability to achieve goals it never sought’ (‘Unexpected Allies’, 201). Latour’s purpose is to reveal action that is obscured by the kind of context to which sociology has been so attached, and he calls on sociologists to be purposefully ‘myopic’ (Reassembling, 6). While Buzelin concedes some justice in Bourdieu’s criticism, she nevertheless sees value in an approach that ‘can reveal more efficiently the existence of translation networks which are not clearly visible at the field or polysystem level’ (‘Unexpected Allies’, 210). She views Latour as contributing to a process-oriented research: 

	Inasmuch as it consists of tracing the genesis of products called 			translations, it will enable us to acquire data to which translation 			theorists have rarely had access so far, namely data on the 				multiple mediators potentially involved in the translation process, 		including the ways they make or explain their decisions (when 			they are still unsure about the outcome of this process), and the 			strategies by which they negotiate their place in the process, 			convince others to participate, etc. (‘Unexpected Allies’, 215)

By attending to this process, Latour’s approach can reveal how Penguin came to accommodate such a variety of translation practice over a relatively short space of time. It directs attention to the shifting cast of translators, editors, and advisers who were involved in the production of translation and the procedures by which intentions were formulated, negotiated, and transformed.
In an edition of Translation Review dedicated to ‘Translation and the Publishing World’, Rainer Schulte drew attention to translators as neglected figures in ‘the establishment of cross-cultural communication’: ‘their labor traces the path from the situation in the foreign work – based on their interpretive insights – to the realities of their own language via the service of the publishers’.​[12]​ As Buzelin’s reading of Latour suggests, that ‘via the service of the publishers’ is due a more detailed attention. The perhaps physically solitary activity of the individual who reads the source text and types out a translation is part of a wider labour conducted by groups of people who must enrol other participants and negotiate their own position in the production of the published work. Nor is the translation itself the only element of that work: paratextual matter, such as prefaces, introductions, afterwords, and blurbs, often written by a variety of hands, all contributes to the task of ‘cross-cultural communication’.




The Penguin Poets subseries of bilingual poetry titles was proposed by J.M. Cohen in 1953. Cohen was already closely involved with Penguin as both editor and translator. After giving up his job as a schoolteacher to translate Don Quixote, which was published by Penguin in 1950, he went on to co-edit the Classics series with E.V. Rieu until 1963. Cohen published a number of his own translations of prose works over the 1950s and 60s, including Rousseau, Rabelais, St. Teresa of Ávila, Bernal Díaz, and Fernando de Rojas. He also produced a History of Western Literature (1956) for Pelican and would preside over Penguin’s publication of Spanish and Latin American poetry, as translator, editor, and adviser, until the late 1960s. 
Cohen first presented his idea for a series of prose translations in a letter to the Penguin editor A.S.B. Glover:
 
	There is an idea that I should like to discuss with you and Sir Allen 		[Lane]. There is a largish public that is able to read foreign 				languages, French and Latin in particular, but not well enough to 			enjoy the poetry of those languages unaided. To them Baudelaire, 		Verlaine, Rimbaud; Horace, Catullus, and great numbers of other 			poets are just out of reach. My scheme is to make a selection, to 			be printed in the original and faced with a literal prose 				translation, of Penguin Classic standard.​[13]​

Cohen’s proposal of bilingual editions was a departure from the monolingual format of the Penguin Classics and also a new venture into modern language poetry. Yet he was careful to frame the new elements of his proposal in terms of previous successes at Penguin. The translations themselves would conform to a ‘Penguin Classic standard’ and, when he suggested that ‘even a Pushkin’ might be possible, he drew attention to the ‘many youngsters’ who were ‘learning Russian in the Forces!’.​[14]​ The armed forces were a talismanic market for Penguin, which had gained the publisher a preferential paper ration during the war. Cohen thus presented his own interest in the project as converging with the interests of Penguin.
In Science in Action, Bruno Latour articulates the processes by which people appeal to the interests of other actors in order to enrol them in the collective effort that is required to bring an idea into being as an artefact. One of the most common forms of enrolment is to tailor a project in such a way that it caters to ‘people’s explicit interests’.​[15]​ As Latour points out, however, interests are not always held explicitly. If they were, there would be little room for manoeuvre as people attempt to establish a community of interests at the start of a project; negotiations would be paralysed if everybody knew exactly what they wanted (p. 114). Interests tend to be interpreted in quite open ways as ‘the consequence of whatever groups have been previously engaged to do’, much as Cohen appealed to Penguin’s past successes as a precedent for his proposal (p. 115). The situation is complicated as Cohen was not only attempting to enrol Penguin in his project but also trying to persuade it that his subseries would enrol its readers in turn. This interpretation of interest, which estimates the potential appeal of new forms of production based on past actions, is inevitably speculative. In an article that discusses the ways a scientific group attempted to secure the collaboration of other scientists and a publisher for their research project, Michel Callon and John Law approach this speculative aspect of enrolment by viewing actions as ‘determined in part by an exploration of the imputed interests of other actors’.​[16]​ Actors construct ‘interest maps’ which are ‘reductionist simplifications of a complex social world’ (p. 617). Cohen thus attributed a broad educational purpose to Penguin, and a desire for self-improvement to its readers, which he could then transform to a particular manifestation of those interests: a way of giving the moderately educated non-specialist access to foreign poetry through bilingual editions that employed prose translation.
Cohen seems to have performed this manoeuvre successfully and Glover replied, ‘There is a great deal to be said for your idea, so much so that we have been thinking of something of the kind independently of your letter for some little time past’.​[17]​ Yet, as Callon and Law would argue, this strategy of imputing interest establishes a merely ‘provisional order’.​[18]​ Different interpretations of Penguin’s educational purpose, and of its readers’ interest, were possible. Indeed, Cohen’s own thinking was not contained by the initial formulation of his proposal: ‘the idea continues to develop in my mind’, he wrote in one letter; and ‘forgive my fecundity of ideas’ in another.​[19]​ A quite different manifestation of his proposal arose from the experience of translating some Spanish poems for the Third Programme on BBC Radio. Cohen wrote to Glover to explain that one of the other translators, G.A.M. Hills, had suggested collecting the translations they had produced with other versions published in magazines to make a ‘Book of Spanish Verse’. ‘Naturally, this seems to me to fall in with my interleaved plan’, he concluded.​[20]​ Allen Lane’s desire to make ‘intelligent books’ widely accessible was similar to Lord Reith’s declaration that the BBC’s mission was to make ‘the wisdom of the wise and the amenities of culture available without discrimination’.​[21]​ The Third Programme, where Cohen’s translations appeared, was the highbrow end of a broadcasting strategy which hoped to see culture filter down to the audiences of the more popular Home Service and the Light Programme. A supporter of this model of ‘cultural diffusion’,​[22]​ Penguin Editor-in-Chief and Secretary-General of the Arts Council, Bill Williams, declared that the Third Programme ‘had left the philistine speechless’.​[23]​ However, the new version of Cohen’s plan involved a translation method that was quite different from the plain prose versions of the earlier proposal. Translations written for broadcast and published in magazines would aim for a more independent life as literary texts in their own right. They would also make different demands on the reader from prose versions that were intended as an aid to reading the source language. Elsewhere, Cohen identified a ‘vastly increased public’ for translation, ‘which has remained at school till the age of 18, or has taken university courses in non-linguistic subjects’.​[24]​ His BBC experience showed that his interpretation of Penguin’s, and the reading public’s, interest was malleable and open to suggestion.
The Penguin Board was itself uncertain, and when it met to discuss Cohen’s proposal, Glover reported that ‘we have not been able to attack the subject with that unanimity of approach which is usually so marked a feature of the Penguin Books Editorial Board’. However, they did reject outright any idea of verse translation:

We think that it is not really possible to provide verse translations of poetry which will carry adequately all the spirit, sense, sound and style of the original; and we think that a solution might be, in the case of languages like German, Spanish, and Italian, to have the original texts printed facing a translation which would at any rate usually be in prose and would be fairly, though not cribbishly, literal.​[25]​

In spite of the apparent prohibition on verse translation, the Board’s statement contains hesitations about the method of the subseries. The translations would ‘usually be in prose’, implying that they did not want to rule out verse entirely; and the description of the translations as ‘fairly, though not cribbishly, literal’ suggests that they were torn between an idea of translation as an ancillary support to reading the source text and translation as a text that could be read in its own right. This ambivalence had been present in Cohen’s initial appeal to precedent when he described ‘literal prose translation, of Penguin Classic standard’. The prose translations of the Classics, such as E. V. Rieu’s bestselling Odyssey (1946), had operated precisely as accessible, monolingual substitutes for the source text.
The uncertainties of the Board’s response indicate that their own calculation of readers’ interest was not secure. Their conclusion was to try and make the prose translations serve two different types of demand: ‘One from the general reader and one from schools and instructors. The former would probably be much more interested in the translator than would the latter’. Yet readers outside an educational context might want a translation more along the Classics line than the ancillary method the Board was proposing; and in a situation where the reader was learning a language, the translation might well be considered superfluous. The Board did in fact propose a source-language edition of French poetry. Although it did not subsequently appear, its inclusion at this stage of the decision-making process indicates that the prose volumes were a form of compromise: neither as accessible for the general reader as Cohen’s BBC suggestion, nor tailored entirely for an educational market which might not see any need for the translation.
Cohen had successfully negotiated a provisional stabilization of interests which provided room for his own involvement and he was appointed the general editor of the subseries to be published under the umbrella of the Penguin Poets. As the translations went into production, however, further interests had to be involved. The roles demanded of the prose translation volumes were limited: a knowledge of the source-language literary history, deployed in the selection of poems and presentation of introductory matter, and lexical and grammatical competence. Nevertheless, they could not always be provided either in-house or through a single individual, as the two Spanish titles of the subseries demonstrated.
There is no archival record of whether Penguin approached J.L. Gili or he approached them for their selected Lorca (1960). He readily accounted for all the principal roles involved in producing the volume. He had already published a collection of Lorca translations in collaboration with Stephen Spender in 1943. As a Catalan émigré and principal supplier of Spanish books in Britain through the Dolphin Bookshop in Oxford, Gili could provide not only linguistic and cultural knowledge but also some experience of promoting foreign culture to a domestic audience. He provided a knowledgeable, carefully directed introduction for the Penguin Lorca that took the reader from the popular ‘sensationalism’ that surrounded the poet’s death to an account that related the poems to literary movements such as surrealism but without reducing them to a generic literary history.​[26]​
The Penguin Book of Spanish Verse (1956), which was edited and translated by Cohen himself, presented a more demanding range of content than the Lorca edition. The anthology was divided into two sections: ‘To the End of the Seventeenth Century’ and ‘Modern Times’, which included a number of poets from Spanish America. Cohen could draw on various precedents for his selection of peninsular Spanish poets: The Oxford Book of Spanish Verse (1940); 12 Spanish Poets (1944); and The Harrap Anthology of Spanish Poetry (1953). However, modern and contemporary Spanish American poetry had received much less attention with the main precedent Dudley Fitts’ Anthology of Contemporary Latin-American Poetry (1947). The region was allocated just over one of the ten pages of Cohen’s introduction. While he clearly had knowledge of the subject, he could not rely on a systematic history to guide his observations or the reader. The two principal Spanish American moderns, Pablo Neruda and César Vallejo, received a fairly impressionistic assessment: although at times Neruda ‘is content to shout communist slogans at Chile’s oppressors … he is, nevertheless, at his best, one of the most important and the most powerful poets writing to-day’, while Vallejo ‘wrote shrilly in a cosmopolitan style’. He concluded that ‘in Spanish America nothing new seems to be emerging’, complaining that ‘the conflicting polemics of the friends and foes of the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda seem to be shouting down such native talents as find their way into print in the periodicals’.​[27]​ It is a rudimentary account, constrained by the absence of a wider community of knowledge, which would be provided by the emergence of Latin American Studies as an academic discipline in the following decade.
The historical range of The Penguin Book of Spanish Verse also placed linguistic demands on Cohen. His translations of prose works for E.V. Rieu and the Penguin Classics had, above all, to be readable. Rieu had initially approached academics for his translations when he created the series in 1946 but, according to his son C.H. Rieu, found them ‘enslaved by the idiom of the original language’.​[28]​ Cohen was a more congenial writer for popular audiences, gaining his access to Penguin through Rieu and the Classics. However, the dual-language format of his new subseries of poetry anthologies exposed the linguistic uncertainties that a monolingual fluency might brush over. Cohen needed to consult the academic expertise that Rieu had mistrusted. He therefore sought advice from E.M. Wilson at the University of Cambridge and a student of A.A. Parker, Professor of Spanish at King’s College London.
	Yet educational organisations were more directed towards source-language than bilingual editions. Letters in the archive from a schoolteacher and a diplomat expressed a clear preference for The Penguin Book of Spanish Verse to be a monolingual source-language publication.​[29]​ Directed at the requirements of a general reader, the prose translations were not immediately attractive to university teachers. Indeed, the academic advice that Cohen sought does not seem to have expended much care over his manuscript. Once the anthology had been published, Penguin asked A.A. Parker if he would use Cohen’s translations in a book on Spanish literature that he was proposing for Pelican, Penguin’s imprint dedicated to providing popular access to the kind of knowledge that had previously been confined to the university. Although Parker approved of Cohen’s selection, he was horrified by the translations, which were guilty of basic grammatical errors such as mistaking subject and object or, in one case, misreading feminine adjectives so that a woman was turned into a man.​[30]​ ‘All these are mistakes due to sheer linguistic incompetence’, he concluded when Penguin asked him to provide a report elaborating on the ‘howlers’ he had spotted.​[31]​ A wounded Cohen complained that the errors had been missed by Parker’s own student, who checked the manuscript, and in a more impish response to Glover, he referred to ‘Archbishop Parker’, adding that ‘I didn’t see you at the Black Mass last night. Did the last cat’s blood disagree with you?’​[32]​ Cohen adopted the role that Rieu had fostered for the translator as being outside academe and its pedantic enslavement to the source language. Yet the bilingual prose volumes needed specialist linguistic advice and Cohen was asked to pay towards the cost of corrections to the revised edition of 1960. The universities remained an important source of involvement in translation projects, not only because of the knowledge, linguistic and literary-historical, of the academics but also for the access they gave to student readers. Parker knowingly exercised this power, concluding his salvo to Glover with the assurance he would be unable to recommend the anthology for either his students or the college library.​[33]​




In 1962 Penguin published a monolingual verse translation of Yevgeny Yevtushenko’s poems, co-translated by Robin Milner-Gulland and the poet Peter Levi. It would provide the model for, and eventually become incorporated into, the Penguin Modern European Poets Series, which was officially launched with an edition of Rilke in 1964. A translation policy of monolingual verse texts promptly replaced Cohen’s use of source text and prose translation. How had the consensus that gathered around Cohen’s proposal, and which led to commercially successful publications, given way so rapidly?
	I earlier described the agreement reached on Cohen’s prose subseries as a provisional consensus. It had been carefully brokered between Cohen and A.S.B. Glover. It was therefore susceptible to modification as new personnel appeared at Penguin and new groups formed. Glover was notorious for his careful scholarship, joining the organization in 1944 after repeatedly writing to point out errors in its publications.​[35]​ In 1960 he retired to be replaced by a quite different figure, Tony Godwin. Godwin had joined Penguin earlier that year as an advisory editor, after founding and managing the radical bookstore Better Books on Charing Cross Road in London. According to Al Alvarez, he was ‘a troublesome, unorthodox presence’ in the publishing world, who brought new vigour and ambition to the organization.​[36]​ Jeremy Lewis reports that he gathered a ‘praetorian guard of young, idealistic editors’ around him, who stood apart from the more established figures of the Penguin hierarchy, and he was responsible for a number of new series, including the Penguin African Library, Writing Today, Penguin Modern Poets, and Penguin Modern European Poets.​[37]​
Godwin introduced new attitudes towards commissioning and the political dimension of the publisher’s educational ethos. He was keen to make Penguin more responsive to new literary activity, moving away from its stock-in-trade of simply reissuing works in paperback that had appeared in hardback elsewhere. The Penguin Modern Poets started out in 1962 with the ambition of publishing new work alongside selections of already published poems, and in a letter to the Times Literary Supplement he announced that Penguin was publishing ‘originals at the rate of sixty or more titles a year’.​[38]​ By employing poet-translators for the Penguin Modern European Poets, Godwin was implementing a wider policy of responding to new activity that was already happening beyond Penguin. Ted Hughes has described an increased interest in translation among poets during the 1960s, which would be disseminated through magazines such as Stand and Modern Poetry in Translation as well as the Poetry International Festival of 1966, which Hughes helped to organize with Daniel Weissbort.​[39]​
 	Godwin also opened Penguin’s poetry publication to a wider political awareness. He fostered a counterview to the sobriety, insularity and good sense that had characterized The Movement, the group of English poets who had come to prominence in the previous decade with Robert Conquest’s anthology New Lines (1956). Al Alvarez declared in The New Poetry (1962), which was published by Godwin, that ‘we are gradually being made to realize that all our lives, even those of the most genteel and enislanded, are influenced profoundly by forces which have nothing to do with gentility, decency or politeness’. The public faces of these ‘forces of disintegration which destroy the old standards of civilization’ were ‘those of two world wars, of the concentration camps, of genocide, and the threat of nuclear war’.​[40]​ Godwin brought a new international focus and a new aggression to Penguin’s educational mission. The blurb for Latin American Writing Today (1967) challenged its potential readers: ‘How many of us … can name the dominant literary figures of contemporary European, African, or American countries?’​[41]​ Answering its own question, it concluded that ‘we are isolated. And complacent’. Godwin’s non-fiction commissions were criticized within Penguin for being overly left-wing, and too concerned with Africa and South America.​[42]​ Under his tenure, Penguin would shift both its attitudes to translation method and to poetry in Spanish, abandoning the peninsular bias of its first publications for an almost exclusive Latin American focus.
Correspondence relating to Penguin’s first attempts to produce a selection of Pablo Neruda’s poems indicates the ways in which Godwin’s shift of political emphasis contributed to the adoption of verse translation. The Penguin archive records an approach in 1961 to the poet W.S. Merwin to produce an English version, without the source text, of Pablo Neruda’s poems.​[43]​ When Merwin pulled out of the project later that year, Godwin’s poetry editor, Richard Newnham, referred to the Neruda as part of a series of verse translations in a letter to A.L. Lloyd:​[44]​

We had a discussion here yesterday about this new series of free English translations, and we are wondering now whether in fact we can afford to compete with ourselves and produce books which would – if they succeeded – attract buyers away from our existing series of originals-plus-translations. It was felt that we should start, at least, by including only poetry in the inaccessible languages so as to avoid doing this, even though it might be argued that there could be a new public for good translations of even the widely known languages.​[45]​

Newnham’s letter acted as a tactful rejection of Lloyd’s own Neruda translations. One should therefore be cautious with his statement that the new verse translations would be confined to ‘inaccessible languages’ to avoid competition with the prose subseries. Penguin certainly continued to pursue a verse translator of Neruda’s Spanish elsewhere.
Nevertheless, the early translation of Yevgeny Yevtushenko as part of the new series reflected an interest in literary production beyond the familiar European languages, which would be continued as the Penguin Modern European Poets came to include a number of writers from the Eastern Bloc. It conformed to Tony Godwin’s wider project of addressing contemporary political realities. As recent memories of the Second World War merged with the growing anxieties of the Cold War, it made sense to look beyond the principal European languages of the prose subseries to confront the new international scene. In what was initially a flexible definition of ‘European’ that could include Neruda, it also made sense to look beyond a politically moribund peninsular Spain to the Latin American countries.​[46]​
Both the linguistic focus and the political urgency of this project served to unpick the interests that had gathered around the injunction on translation as a substitute for the source poem when the prose subseries was agreed. The rejection of poem-as-substitute confined translation to an ancillary purpose as an aid to reading the source language. While that method would work for languages that were partially known or at least decipherable for a wide readership, it did not apply so well to poetry outside the Romance languages or German. Cohen had earlier suggested an edition of Pushkin and both a Penguin Book of Russian Verse and a Pushkin appeared with prose translations in 1962 and 1964, but his readership of Russian learners in the forces was more restricted than the potential readership of Russian poetry in the form of the Yevtushenko volume, which would go on to sell over 103,000 copies between 1962 and 1974.​[47]​
The prose translation method was also bolstered by a particular imputation of readers’ interest. In the ‘General Editor’s Foreword’ that J.M. Cohen prepared for the subseries, he declared that the volumes offered ‘a fair selection of the world’s finest poetry available’, his evaluative ‘finest’ resting on an assumption of canonical endorsement. Readers might be expected to work at deciphering a foreign language but they could be reassured that there would be no nasty surprises in a selection that included ‘only poetry that can be read for pleasure’. That focus on pleasure directs attention towards the phonetic and stylistic elements of poetry, precisely those elements that provided the basis for the earlier prohibition on verse translation, which could not ‘carry adequately all the spirit, sense, sound, and style of the original’.
Cohen’s appeal to the sybaritic reader consciously avoided poets chosen for ‘their historical interest’.​[48]​ The blurb for Godwin’s Latin American Writing Today suggested a different engagement with foreign culture: how many of us ‘are familiar with what is being thought and written in these areas?’ it asked before assuring the previously complacent reader that ‘this new Penguin series is designed to break this sound-barrier of inertia, language, culture, and tradition’.​[49]​ Once the focus is directed from ‘pleasure’ to understanding ‘culture’, ‘tradition’, and ‘what is being thought’, a route is opened for a verse translation that will make a certain type of content accessible ahead of a method that delivers the reader to the formal properties of the thing itself. Godwin did not promise his readers the ‘finest’ Latin American writers but the most ‘dominant’, the most current, the most talked about. His volumes were a challenge to the reader’s complacency about the wider world. The two series thus represented the bifurcation of an educational ethos that aimed ‘to reach readers not by diluting or over-simplifying’.​[50]​ They mediated that ethos in different ways, proposing distinct versions of readers’ interests. Cohen’s ‘appeal to the adventurous’ asked readers to work at discovering the pleasures of the foreign language text; Godwin asked for a different kind of adventure into a less linguistically demanding but potentially more troubling contemporary world.
As a publishing policy, verse translation was consistent with Godwin’s desire to engage with new work and provide direct access to an international political scene. He had the support of willing editors such as Richard Newnham, Anthony Richardson, and, indeed, Cohen himself. However, gathering interests around the proposition of verse translation was one matter, enrolling translators to produce them another. The commissioning of prose translations did not demand a great deal of the translating network: the principal issues were the selection of texts and grammatical competence. Poetic translation, however, involved a more complex convergence of roles. In addition to a knowledge of source-language literary culture and linguistic competence, it also had to satisfy both conceptions of acceptable English verse style and questions of licit interpretation, which emerge once the translation makes claims beyond a literal, denotative sense. Not only were translation roles multiplied but editorial intervention was also complicated. If grammatical errors were identified in a prose translation, they could be emended fairly straightforwardly; if a translator failed to satisfy an editor’s criteria for acceptable verse style, however, the situation could not be resolved with a few swipes of a pen. The collaboration was therefore harder to negotiate, as the Latin American poetry titles initiated under Godwin illustrate: a selected Neruda, Latin American Writing Today, and The Penguin Book of Latin American Verse.
When Penguin’s first choice of Neruda translator, W.S, Merwin, pulled out of the commission, a satisfactory replacement proved difficult to find. Merwin had been recommended by J.M. Cohen, who was called on to comment on his potential replacements. His examination of the submissions by A. L. Lloyd and Clayton Eshleman considered the full range of the augmented roles of the verse translator. He was exasperated by their reading of Spanish: ‘[Eshleman] often muffs things that have a perfectly precise meaning in the Spanish’.​[51]​ He objected to their reading of Neruda’s place in literary history: ‘Lloyd supposes an image to be surrealistically meaningless, when in fact it can be (and must be) visualized’.​[52]​ He was plain bemused by them as English poems: ‘“Austral panic” (meaningless in English. Or is it the new shade of violet that VOGUE recommends for this autumn?)’; ‘And how does one urinate darkly?’.​[53]​ They were both rejected.
The increased demands of verse translation tested Penguin’s capacity to construct networks of convergent interest. It did not have the established connections or the resources to track down and engage people who could satisfy the new criteria. When Merwin pulled out, Richard Newnham wrote that ‘the thought of beginning again quite frankly appals me’.​[54]​ When Cohen then rejected Lloyd’s submission, Newnham declared that ‘normally we would set about the task of finding another translator, but in this case the problems are so great that we thought it wisest to abandon the project for the moment’. He would take up the project again ‘if another translator as good as Merwin comes our way’.​[55]​ Penguin’s early attempts to secure an outside translator for a Latin American project had failed, and a defeated Newnham was left waiting hopefully for a solution to fall in his lap. Penguin had decided to postpone publication of Neruda indefinitely rather than compromise its editorial demands. With subsequent projects, however, it was more willing to make concessions to its translators in order to see titles through to publication.
After the failure to recruit a Neruda translator from outside Penguin, Godwin called on J.M. Cohen to edit Latin American Writing Today. Although Cohen had left his job as co-editor of the Penguin Classics, he accepted the offer enthusiastically.​[56]​ Cohen’s introduction to the Penguin Book of Spanish Verse had concluded that ‘nothing new seems to be emerging’ from Spanish America, a view that he confirmed in the revised edition of 1960, finding ‘nothing of the first importance in these last years’.​[57]​ Yet his thinking had clearly evolved by the time he prepared the selection for Latin American Writing Today, which found a ‘vigorously independent’ literature that was responding to recent political events and a growing middle-class readership.​[58]​
As with Neruda, however, the ambitions of the new project were compromised by a limited supply of translators. Latin American Writing Today contained poetry and short fictional pieces, and Cohen ended up producing a lot of the poetry translations himself. Godwin entrusted Anthony Richardson, who had succeeded Newnham as poetry editor, to report on the poetry translation. In a memo to Godwin, Richardson concluded that the volume contained ‘a number of great successes and some rather sad flops’. The flops were largely Cohen’s translations: ‘read extremely badly’; ‘stilted’; ‘clumsy’; ‘obscure and over florid’; ‘large parts are so imprecise as to be virtually unintelligible’; ‘absolutely awful’; ‘Cohen over-writes on the false assumption that grandiloquence equals poetry and phrasing doesn’t seem to come easily to him’.​[59]​
In a more conciliatory relation of his comments to Cohen, Richardson conceded, ‘You know, of course, that I can’t myself speak Spanish, so it is clearly understood that I am not here commenting upon the accuracy of the translations. But in so far as I am the Poetry Editor, I feel able to comment on the way these read as independent English poems’.​[60]​ He granted Cohen’s role as language expert at the same time as he asserted his own role as the arbiter of poetic acceptability. Yet his comments were more than simply an assertion of generic stylistic norms. They were a coherent assessment of the ways the volume’s specific aims would be communicated to readers. Richardson framed his objections in terms of the image that they conveyed of the Latin American poets: ‘Paz has an immense reputation, which cannot possibly have been earned by clumsy, over-written nonsense like this’.​[61]​ Obscure and florid writing was unlikely to communicate an effective sense of the culture and thought of contemporary societies. It might even convey a patronising implication of backwardness and pomposity; of Latin America as ‘home of the high-sounding and the grandiloquent’.​[62]​ 
Latin American Writing Today once again exposed the difficulties for Penguin of squaring the translations it could get hold of with its editorial aspiration. Yet in spite of Richardson’s criticisms, most of Cohen’s translations were published, apparently without alteration. For all his stringency, Richardson was careful not to alienate Cohen as a senior Penguin figure and a valuable contributor to its translation list. When his report commented that Pablo Armando Fernández ‘detests’ Cohen’s translations of his work, he wondered whether it would actually be possible to replace them as it was ‘a rather delicate matter vis a vis Cohen’.​[63]​ Penguin was discovering that it neither had the in-house resources nor the ability to enrol translators from outside the organization to carry out its plans for Latin American poetry titles. Latin American Writing Today and Writers in the New Cuba would be Cohen’s last involvement as either advisor or translator for Penguin on Spanish-language works.
The lack of available translations for Latin American Writing Today forced Penguin to compromise its editorial judgement. The Penguin Book of Latin Verse lead to a more comprehensive concession of principle, which encompassed selection of texts, translation method, and paratextual matter. It indicates the precariousness of Godwin’s translation policy as it was obliged to accommodate the participation of editors and translators. The anthology was proposed by Enrique Caracciolo-Trejo, an Argentine who was teaching at the University of Bristol, and Pablo Armando Fernández, a poet working as Cultural Attaché for the new Cuban revolutionary government in London, and it was issued with a contract in late 1964.​[64]​ Caracciolo-Trejo and Fernández planned to employ poets as translators, which coincided with the new policy then emerging under Godwin. Anthony Richardson wrote to Penguin’s North American office describing plans for an anthology without source texts in which ‘the translations will have an independent value as English poetry’ as ‘something of an unusual idea for Penguin’.​[65]​ The project came to a hiatus in 1965 when Caracciolo-Trejo took up a post in Argentina and Fernández was recalled to Cuba, disappearing from contact; but when Caracciolo-Trejo came back to Britain in 1967, to take up a post at the University of Essex, he returned to the proposal.​[66]​ He had compiled a provisional list of potential translators with Fernández: Muriel Rukeyser, Elizabeth Bishop, Charles Tomlinson, Allen Ginsberg, Nathaniel Tarn, John Gibson, Colin Falk, Anselm Hollo, Arthur Boyals, W.S. Merwin, Christopher Middleton, J.M. Cohen, and J.B. Trend.​[67]​ However, as he contemplated the list with Nikos Stangos, who had replaced Anthony Richardson that year as poetry editor, Caracciolo-Trejo decided that the project was unworkable as initially conceived, exposing them the whims of more than thirty translators..​[68]​ He proposed that they revert to the prose model of the Cohen anthologies, much to Stangos’ relief: ‘the previous scheme sounded like a nightmare’.​[69]​ 
As a practical compromise, however, the prose translations had an uncertain status. The anthology did not include Cohen’s ‘General Editor’s Preface’, which had provided a rationale for the earlier prose volumes as a route to reading the source text. Without that connection to the thinking behind Cohen’s subseries, neither Caracciolo-Trejo nor Stangos was clear about the purpose of the translations. Caracciolo-Trejo still tried to engage with stylistic features such as baroque syntax, irony, and use of cliché as he edited his translators.​[70]​ At one point he assured Stangos that a plain prose version was simply not possible.​[71]​ Stangos also seemed to judge the ‘godawful translations’ by the standards of the verse he was publishing elsewhere in the Penguin Modern European Poets Series, concluding, ‘The trouble is that they must be word by word. What else can one do?’.​[72]​ His helplessness reveals the distance between the editorial principles that had developed under Godwin and the practical opportunities that available resources presented for publishing translation.
Not only did the translations of The Penguin Book of Latin American Verse inhabit a kind of no-man’s-land between the methods of Cohen and the Penguin Modern European Poets but Stangos was also concerned about the anthology’s conception. He called on the Scottish poet Alastair Reid, who was based in London at the time and had recently translated Neruda for Cape Goliard, to provide a report on Caracciolo-Trejo’s proposed selection. Reid described a Penguin Latin American anthology as ‘certainly overdue’ but added, ‘I am afraid that this is certainly not the book’. Reid was not convinced by either Caracciolo-Trejo’s ‘mathematical’ selection (‘nobody gets passed over, yet nobody gets represented at all adequately’) or the organization of the poets by nationality.​[73]​ He concluded that ‘in its present form it would make an unnecessarily dull book’ and suggested that it required an introduction to indicate the poets’ ‘relation to one another’.​[74]​
Caracciolo-Trejo responded in fairly ad hoc ways to Reid’s criticism of the mathematically even-handed allocation of space for each poet. The section dedicated to Vallejo grew after complaints from his widow; and recent works were also added as they were published by Octavio Paz and José Emilio Pacheco.​[75]​ However, the introduction that he provided, contextualizing the poets in terms of literary movements such as modernismo, creacionismo, and ultraísmo, flummoxed its readers. When Stangos first read it, he confessed that ‘I don’t really know what to say. I feel that you should, perhaps, attempt to rewrite it from scratch’. The contents would be ‘baffling, to say the least, to someone who has no knowledge of Latin American literature’. A succinct explanation was necessary of what the volume was about: ‘It is only by doing this that the reader will become interested in the anthology’.​[76]​
Stangos’ approach to the introduction was distinct from the earlier Penguin Book of Spanish Verse and Lorca, which tended to assume the reader’s interest and their willingness to work at appreciating the source text in its own right. It was distinct, too, from the Godwin attitude of Latin American Writing Today, which also assumed an ultimately compliant audience that could be harassed out of its complacency. Stangos’ brief to arouse the reader’s interest was less aggressive, more coaxing, and appropriate for a field of interest that was emerging but not yet established. It also made greater demands on the person writing the introduction. Caracciolo-Trejo was asked to perform twin roles: not only to demonstrate academic knowledge but also to convey that knowledge effectively to a non-specialist readership. Apparently, he did neither. Stangos worried about ‘the weakness of its purely linguistic structure’; and Jean Franco questioned his understanding of literary history, objecting to his ‘mechanistic notion of “movements”’ which ‘suggests that the “movements” had an objective existence’. She concluded that ‘total revision is needed’. ​[77]​ Eventually, Henry Gifford, an English professor at the University of Bristol, was engaged to provide a substitute introduction’.​[78]​
When the Penguin Book of Latin American Verse eventually appeared in 1971, Caracciolo-Trejo’s introduction had been relegated to a cryptic appendix (‘I think the more it is hidden away the better’, Ann Lee confessed).​[79]​ Jean Franco was unconvinced by the anthology: ‘My general feeling is that the author has an old-fashioned, narrow view of poetry which is obvious in the selection and this is reflected in his comments’.​[80]​ However, for all Penguin’s dissatisfaction with the anthology, as with Cohen’s Latin American Writing Today, there was a strong determination to see it published. The correspondence with Caracciolo-Trejo is consistently placatory. Stangos forewarned him of Alastair Reid’s report, claiming emolliently that ‘he is extremely enthusiastic with the job you have done’.​[81]​ When Caracciolo-Trejo threatened to withdraw the anthology after criticism of the introduction, Stangos reassured him of his confidence in the selection itself and Anne Lee was subsequently cautious about seeking Jean Franco’s advice: ‘we got on very well, and I would hate to hurt his feelings by suggesting that we get a second opinion’.​[82]​ The two sides of the editorial response – private exasperation (‘the wretched thing’) and more public conciliation – indicate the work required of participants to manage the passage from initial aspiration to realization of a project.​[83]​ Although Penguin tried to act on critical views of Caracciolo-Trejo’s selection and presentation of the Latin American poets, it was forced to compromise in order to maintain his participation.
The proposition of verse translation developed under Tony Godwin was a coherent response to both an expanding interest in international politics and translation activity in which poets were already engaged. He was committed to Latin American works, selecting Octavio Paz’s Labyrinth of Solitude for a brief Penguin venture into hardback publishing. Yet the ambition of his publication plans for Latin American poetry was constrained by the failure to engage participants who could satisfy the demanding roles of the new verse translation. When Godwin left in 1967, very little had been realized of the projects initiated under him. Both the Neruda and Caracciolo-Trejo’s anthology were at an impasse while the poetry translations of Latin American Writing Today had not impressed Anthony Richardson as either distinctively Latin American or distinctively contemporary. When The Penguin Book of Latin American Verse did eventually limp onto the shelves four years later, its original proposition had been dissipated in a series of compromises

Penguin continued to display a commitment to both the poetry and politics of Latin America after Godwin’s departure. The Penguin Latin American Library, edited by Richard Gott, was inaugurated in 1971 following the model of Godwin’s African Library. Under the editorship of Al Alvarez and Nikos Stangos, poetry titles also continued the shift of Godwin’s tenure away from peninsular Spain. A Penguin Latin American Poets series of bilingual verse translations was created to accommodate the eventual publication of Pablo Neruda (1974), followed by editions of César Vallejo (1976) and Octavio Paz (1979). The one peninsular Spanish title to appear, a combined edition of Antonio Machado and Juan Ramón Jiménez (1974) in the Modern European Poets, was inadvertently so: Alvarez and Stangos had initially thought the poets were Latin American when they began the project.​[84]​
	The Latin American poetry titles initiated under Tony Godwin had struggled to enlist translators who could carry out the projects as conceived. Penguin’s response to these failures was to turn to works that came with many of the issues of enrolment already settled. The Neruda volume, edited by Nathaniel Tarn, was a re-working of a selection that Jonathan Cape had published in 1970. The Machado and Jiménez volume also recycled editions that had appeared previously with Oxford University Press and Gili’s Dolphin Book Co. While the Vallejo was a new publication, it was proposed by Gordon Brotherston as an outlet for translations he was already working on with Ed Dorn. Penguin thus moved from trying to initiate volumes to drawing on translations which sprang from initiative elsewhere.
That elsewhere was the university. Penguin had an ambivalent relationship to the university, which dated back to the creation of the Pelican series in the late 1930s, and an attempt to make academic expertise accessible to a wider public. Nikos Stangos and Ann Lee’s frustrated attempts to coaxe an introduction from Enrique Caracciolo-Trejo which could engage their readers was not a new experience. But universities and the study of Latin America were changing. Jean Franco, who became Britain’s first professor of Latin American Studies when she was appointed by the University of Essex in 1968, expressed reservations about the Penguin Book of Latin American Verse not only because it was inaccessible but because it lagged behind the recent developments in her discipline. That discipline had been given new impetus by J. H. Parry’s report of the Parliamentary Committee on Latin American Studies of 1965, a response to the Cuban Revolution which led to the creation of a series of centres for the Study of Latin America.​[85]​ Universities themselves were also changing, accommodating a more diverse range of intellectual abilities and collaborations which could account for the multiple roles of the poetry translator. One of the translators of the Neruda volume, Anthony Kerrigan, referred to drawing on poetic expertise on campus as he revised his contribution.​[86]​ The editor of the Neruda volume, Nathaniel Tarn, was himself a poet and academic who had promoted translation at Cape Goliard. At the University of Bristol Henry Gifford, who also published books on Pasternak and Tolstoy, was collaborating with the poet Charles Tomlinson. Their translations of César Vallejo provided one of the few parts of Latin American Writing Today to satisfy Anthony Richardson (‘seem to range from good to very good indeed’).​[87]​
The previous decade had seen a substantial expansion of British higher education in the wake of the Robbins report of 1963. One of the new institutions was the University of Essex, which set up one of the early centres of Latin American study shortly after its foundation in 1964. Essex’s vice-chancellor, Albert Sloman, was a Hispanist who not only encouraged Latin American Studies but also welcomed collaborative projects across the different disciplines. Its Department of Literature housed English specialists alongside Latin Americanists and Russian scholars, obliging its English undergraduates to take up at least one foreign literature in its original language (Russian, Latin American, or North American) as part of their studies.​[88]​ The Department’s first professor, Donald Davie worked on translations of Pasternak with Angela Livingstone, who ran the MA in Literary Translation at Essex, the first of its kind in Britain. He also fostered interest in North American poetry, inviting one of the Black Mountain poets, Ed Dorn, to Essex, and providing support for their English follower, Tom Raworth, who was a student in the Department of Literature.​[89]​ Essex was the model of a university that was not simply a repository for expertise but a place where different forms of expertise met and collaborated.
	Although Caracciolo-Trejo’s Penguin Book of Latin American Verse had reverted unenthusiastically to a prose model, it bore the marks of these collaborations. It drew on both Tom Raworth as poet and the Latin American scholar Mike Gonzalez from the Department of Literature to produce the translations. Caracciolo-Trejo was still keen to continue the collaborative verse experiment he had originally planned, and as the Latin American anthology was adopting prose, he suggested a project to Penguin of five Latin American poets – Nicanor Parra, Enrique Lihn, Alberto Girri, Jaime Sabines, and Ernesto Cardenal – to be translated by Ed Dorn and Donald Davie.​[90]​
	In the 1970s, Penguin drew on translations that came out of this environment, meaning that much of the negotiation of translation roles had been taken care of before the work reached the publisher, thus avoiding many of the trials and disappointments of Godwin’s time. The Tomlinson Machado, which had been recommended by Caracciolo-Trejo, simply used the same text as the Oxford University Press version for the Penguin Modern European Poets. The Neruda drew on Tarn’s editing and translators who largely looked after themselves: Anthony Kerrigan, W.S. Merwin, Alastair Reid, and Tarn himself. It also employed Jean Franco for the introduction who, perhaps goaded by the memory of Caracciolo-Trejo’s introduction, fastidiously ‘decided to re-read the whole of Neruda … so that I would not repeat the same old banal phrases’.​[91]​ Brotherston and Dorn’s Vallejo was a relatively straightforward negotiation. The only exception was the Juan Ramón Jiménez by Spanish academic, J. B. Trend, which dated back to 1950 and a less collaborative era of academic translation. The manuscript was passed backwards and forwards by J. L. Gili and Al Alvarez as they revised both errors and style.​[92]​
	The Alvarez editing of Trend’s Jiménez might suggest a publisher imposing a blanket conception of acceptable verse style on its translators. Trend was the exception, however, to a policy that was willing to accommodate a variety of poetic practice, continuing the curiosity towards new work of Godwin and his editors. There was no objection to Charles Tomlinson’s use of the three-ply line of William Carlos Williams, spread diagonally across the page, to translate Antonio Machado’s ‘Las encinas’ (The Ilexes).​[93]​ Tomlinson later justified his choice as a way of finding ‘a form that would progress at a speed resembling that of thought, while avoiding the rather facile rattle that occurs if one translates Spanish octosyllabics directly into English with end rhymes’. Yet he was clearly also exploring an experiment of his own verse into a ‘meditative movement’.​[94]​
	The Latin Americanist-meets-Black Mountain poet Vallejo translations of Brotherston and Dorn also had the potential to trouble normative ideas of English verse style. Stangos, however, saw little need for intervention in the translation process. Brotherston first approached Penguin on Tom Raworth’s advice in 1970 to ask if it would be interested in publishing translations of Vallejo’s avant-garde collection Trilce, which he had been working on with Ed Dorn.​[95]​ Although Stangos replied that Penguin would prefer a more general selection from Vallejo’s work, Brotherston was able to broker an arrangement by which the edition would comprise principally the Trilce translations that interested him and Dorn, supplemented with a few translations from Vallejo’s other collections.​[96]​ The translations then passed through the editorial scrutiny of Stangos and Jean Franco. Stangos felt that ‘the translations read magnificently as English poetry ... this last batch you sent me is really marvellous’; ‘I am really enormously enthusiastic about it’.​[97]​ Unable to ‘judge how close they are to the originals’, Stangos passed the manuscript to Jean Franco, who was content that pretty much all of ‘the choices can be related to the text’. Her only objection was to an ‘unwarranted interpretation’ of Trilce XVIII by Neil Colyer where ‘inexplicable liberties were taken’ and she found ‘the translator’s intrusion unacceptable’.​[98]​ However, by employing the tactic of ignoring any mention of the translation in Stangos’ letters, Brotherston wore them down and it was allowed to pass.​[99]​
Both the Vallejo and Machado reflected a curiousness about foreign-language poetry and new forms of expression in English, which was shared by both linguists and poets. It was also fostered by the universities where they worked: Brotherston wrote for a copy of the Vallejo to present as part of a consideration for promotion.​[100]​ Penguin had struggled in the 1960s to create networks that could satisfy its ambition for poetry translation. Now it could defer to people within expanding university networks who were already creating their own collaborations, which involved a complex negotiation of roles, both linguistic and literary.
	Yet this brief confluence of the interests of publisher and university would not last. As the Vallejo approached publication, Stangos was making apologies for reductions in the poetry programme.​[101]​ Shortly after Tony Godwin’s departure in 1967, a figure had emerged who brought a new conception of Penguin’s interest, Chris Dolly. Dolly talked a language of cash flow and budgets and, according to Jeremy Lewis, ‘despised Penguin non-fiction editors in particular as unworldly, donnish “red moles”, middle-class sympathizers with the 1968 student revolts who had no understanding of business and no sense of financial responsibility ... He believed that Penguin was being “used as a soap-box”, and nowhere more so than in the Latin American Library’.​[102]​ In 1974, Time Out reported that Nikos Stangos was leaving Penguin, ‘alarmed at the strong possibility that the Penguin Modern Poets (PMP) together with the Penguin Modern European Poets (PMEP) will both be gradually run down, as part of the more general cut-back policy now in operation at Penguin Books’.​[103]​ Although an unofficial decision of the previous November to pulp all poetry titles selling fewer than 4000 copies per year was reversed, there was no guarantee for reprints of existing titles or the publication of already contracted new titles (Vallejo had an estimated print run of 6000).​[104]​ Two further Latin American titles would appear that had already been contracted, both largely translated by Charles Tomlinson: a selected Octavio Paz, and also the poem Renga, which Paz had written in collaboration with Tomlinson, Jacques Roubaud, and Edoardo Sanguineti.​[105]​ With Paz, Penguin completed a list of canonical twentieth-century poets that included Jiménez, Machado, Lorca, Neruda, Vallejo. Plans to move into more recent work were curtailed, however, with an edition of Ernesto Cardenal abandoned, ‘beaten by costs’ according to Stangos’ successor, Will Sulkin.​[106]​ The stumbling venture into Spanish and Latin American poetry that had begun in 1953 with Cohen’s proposal to the Penguin Board had come to an end.

For Jeremy Lewis growing up in the 1950s and 60s, Penguin was an apparently ‘unique, unchanging institution’. Like the BBC, whose educational ethos it largely shared, the publisher ‘seemed to be one of the benign monopolies that shaped our lives’.​[107]​ Paradoxically, that seemingly monumental status was achieved by responding to changes in society and in particular to the expanding readerships created by a succession of parliamentary interventions that had begun in the previous century with the Forster Education Act of 1870. Penguin’s translation publications were closely bound to this project of making previously inaccessible literature available to new audiences. A Latourian approach has directed attention to a particular aspect of those translations and that project: to the interactions through which proposals were formulated then carried through to publication. This focus challenges assumptions that one readily makes about institutions, as the conduit for, or the originator of, some coherent social force, whether conceived as system, power, or ideology. For all the evident influence of Penguin’s publications, its translations of Spanish and Latin American Poetry proceeded from a speculative assessment of what its audience wanted. Imputations of readerly interest were variously mediated, whether in Cohen’s appeal to the adventurous pleasure-seeker or Godwin’s more aggressive enlightenment in the thought of other cultures . The ambition to introduce these readers to foreign literature then frequently stalled or foundered as its editors confronted the sheer effort of forming and maintaining collaborations that could perform a range of linguistic, scholarly, and writerly roles.
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